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Abstract

In this paper we design a CORDIC architecture for
variable–precision, and a new algorithm is proposed to per-
form the interval sine and cosine functions. This system
allows us to specify the precision to perform the sine and
cosine functions, and control the accuracy of the result, in
such a way that recomputation of inaccurate results can be
carried out with higher precision. An important reduction
in the number of iterations is obtained by taking advantage
of the differential angle, and the number ofcycles per it-
eration is reduced by avoiding the additions of the leading
all zerowords. As a consequence, the computation time of
the interval function evaluation obtained is close to that of
a point function evaluation. The problem of the large table
of angles and the scale factor compensation involved in a
high precision CORDIC has been solved efficiently.

1. Introduction

In real scientific computation there are a lot of problems
which require numerically intensive calculation. In this type
of calculation, roundoff errors and catastrophic cancellation
may lead to totally inaccurate results [17][9]. For this rea-
son, a large number of applications, software packages and
software libraries have been presented to control this kind of
error during the last two decades [2][18][8][6]. These tech-
niques are based on two related ideas: variable–precision
and interval arithmetic [20].

The variable–precision technique reduces these errors by
increasing the number of data bits and allowing the pro-
grammer to choose the required precision. The interval
arithmetic technique works over an interval of values in-
stead of fixed values and it ensures that the exact solution
is within an interval. This way, if we know the size of the
interval we know the precision. Merging both techniques

permits working with a selected data size and re–calculate
the results with a greater size if the accuracy was not suffi-
cient [24][7].

Software solutions are quite slow, since all variable–
precision interval arithmetic is simulated [24][23]. Specif-
ically, this is the case if very high precision (about 1000
bits) and all kinds of operations are required, as in [7]. Be-
cause of this, there are some hardware designs that attempt
to overcome the large overhead of the software solutions
[21][5][3][4][24]. Nevertheless, the problem of variable–
precision interval elementary function evaluation has not
been confronted directly. In [24], a variation of the poly-
nomial approximation given in [1] are proposed to perform
elementary function evaluation using additions and multi-
plications, but this involve a large amount of operations.

The more usual technique for computing elementary
function in hardware is a combined method [26][16] which
uses table lookup to reduce the number of multiplications
involved in the polynomial approximation. In spite of this
reductiond, this number holds very high for the precisions
we want to work with. Digit–by–digit methods are based
on simple iterative equations, involving only shift and add
operations. In this method, when the precision increases,
it produces a linear increase in the number of iterations.
We propose a digit–by–digit based algorithm to evaluate
variable–precision elementary functions and specifically,
the CORDIC algorithm to evaluate trigonometric functions.

On the other hand, the published works that deal with
interval elementary functions are focused from a software
point of view, needing at least the time of two point func-
tion evaluation to perform the interval function [22]. In this
paper we develop a CORDIC based algorithm (and its hard-
ware support) for the sine and cosine functions that needs
slightly more time than one point evaluation for most cases.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we
present the basic CORDIC algorithm including the way to
obtain the sine and cosine functions. In section 3 we pro-



pose the equations of the CORDIC algorithm for variable–
precision. Next, in section 4 we propose an algorithm to
perform the interval sine and cosine functions in a time near
to that of a point function. In section 5 a detailed study of
the error is carried out and some modifications of the algo-
rithm are considered to ensure correct rounding. The archi-
tecture to support the variable–precision CORDIC and the
interval sine and cosine is presented in section 6. In section
7 we show how to reduce the total number of cycles. Finally
in section 8 we provide some conclusions to this work.

2. The CORDIC algorithm

The CORDIC algorithm (COordinate Rotation DIgital
Computer) was introduced to compute trigonometric func-
tions and generalized to compute linear and hyperbolic
functions [31][32] (for details, see [14]). The basic itera-
tion ormicrorotationin circular coordinates is:

x(i+ 1) = x(i) + �i � 2
�i � y(i)

y(i + 1) = y(i) � �i � 2
�i � x(i) (1)

z(i + 1) = z(i) � �i � tan
�1(2�i)

where(x(0); y(0)) are the initial coordinates of the vector
and thez coordinate accumulates the angle. The coefficient
�i 2 f�1;+1g specifies the direction of each microrota-
tion. Aboutn + 1 iterations are needed to producen bit
precision [15]. The final coordinates are scaled by the fac-
tor

K =
nY
i=0

q
1 + �2i � 2

�2i (2)

which is a constant sincej �i j= 1. Several techniques
can be used to compensate this scale factor [10] [27] [30].
The addition of scaling iterations [10] is one of the lowest
hardware cost solutions and is considered in this paper.

The sine and cosine functions can be simultaneously ob-
tained by means of the CORDIC algorithm using circular
coordinates and in the rotation mode if the initial vector is
set to( 1K ; 0) [25]. In this case, it is not necessary to com-
pensate for the scale factor.

3. CORDIC Algorithm and variable–precision

In this section we describe the CORDIC algorithm for
variable–precision (up tonmax bits) supposing a base hard-
ware system with a fixed word size ofm bits (m � nmax).

For clarity in the exposition and without any loss of gen-
erality, we consider binary fractional representation for the
data in thex andy coordinates and one of the initial coor-
dinatesx(0) andy(0) is normalized (0:5 � jx(0)j < 1 or
0:5 � jy(0)j < 1) (the processing that we develop in the

next paragraphs is similar to the processing required for the
significand in a floating point representation [28]).

The format of the data for variable–precision is as fol-
lows: the data is split into a variable set of words having a
fixed lengthm, which coincides with the basic word length
of the hardware system [24].

If the selected precision isn, the number of words into
which the data is divided is

L =
l n
m

m
(3)

Therefore, L cycles are needed to compute a classic
CORDIC iteration.

To refer to the different words of a coordinate we em-
ploy a subscript that goes from the LSW (Least Significant
Word) to the MSW (Most Significant Word).

To make the CORDIC function possible, we must obtain
a suitable decomposition of the two basic operations used in
CORDIC: addition and shift. This is possible by applying
the classic bit–serial techniques to our word–serial system,
which are briefly described below.

The addition is quite easy and it can be found in [23].
Basically, we add the different words starting from the least
significant word (LSW) using anm bit adder and storing
the carry from one word to the next one.

The shift is decomposed into two partial shifts. The first
one is aword level shiftand the second one is abit level
shift. For example, to computex(i + 1) we need to shifti
bits the value ofy(i) (see equations (1)). Let us assume that
i is decomposed asi = d �m+ rwith r < m. Therefore, to
obtain[2�iy(i)], we have to shift the valuey(i) to the right
by d full words (word level shift) plusr bits (bit level shift).
Figure 1 shows this situation in the case ofd = 1.

The computation ofx(i+ 1) is performed by processing
the corresponding words ofx(i) and[2�iy(i)] sequentially
in every cycle, starting from the LSWs. Figure 1 shows also
the locations of the corresponding words to be processed.
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Figure 1. Word level shift and bit level shift.

Therefore, we can express the operation performed in the
j-th cycle of thei-th CORDIC iteration as:

x(i + 1)j = x(i)j + �i � [2
�i � y(i)]j + cxj

y(i + 1)j = y(i)j � �i � [2
�i � x(i)]j + cyj (4)

z(i + 1)j = z(i)j � �i � [tan
�1(2�i)]j + czj



wherecxj,cyj andczj are the carries generated in the previ-
ous cycle in whichx(i+1)j�1; y(i+1)j�1 andz(i+1)j�1
were obtained, and�i is the sign ofz(i) (rotation mode) or
y(i) (vectoring mode).

Summarizing, every CORDIC iteration is made up ofL
cycles in which one word of the final result is obtained. To
obtain thej–th wordx(i + 1)j we needx(i)j , the carry
produced in the previous cyclecxj and[2�iy(i)]j ; This last
value is obtained from the pair of wordsy(i)j+d+1 ; y(i)j+d,
with d =

�
i
m

�
(see Figure 1).

3.1. Scale factor compensation

The compensation for the scale factor for the CORDIC
algorithm imposes a significant overhead whose minimiza-
tion has been attempted by different researchers [27], [30].
The solution that we propose in this subsection is based on
that with least hardware cost which is the addition of scaling
iterations [10] [14]. Nevertheless, if we are only interested
to compute the sine and cosine functions it is not necessary
to compensate for the scale factor since it is implicit in the
initial coordinates (see section 2).

One scaling iteration has the form:

x(i + 1) = x(i)(1 + �i2
� i) (5)

where�i = �1 and i 2 f0; 1; :::; ng.

The number of scaling factors and their parameters (�i
and i in equation (5)) is a function of the precisionn, in
such a way that the shortest sequence of scaling iterations
is found by means of an intensive search (betweenn=4 in
the best cases ton=2) [27]. This means that for two dif-
ferent values ofn the shortest sequences can be completely
different, having no common factor between them. This
represents a serious problem for variable–precision since a
large amount of memory is required to store every set of
parameters of the scaling factors.

Nevertheless, we have found a sequence of approxi-
matelyn=3 factors in such a way that the factors are main-
tained from one precision to a higher precision. This allows
storing a reduced number of factors for any precision. In
other words, it is only necessary to store the factors corre-
sponding to the maximum precision, since the sequence of
factors for lower precisions are taken from that.

For example, Table 1 shows the parameters of the scal-
ing factor and the total number of them corresponding to
precisions up ton = 512 andm = 32. The parameter 
have been decomposed as a word level shift (d) plus a bit
level shift(r, the sign ofr represents the sign of�). Only
the bit level shift has to be stored since the word level shift
is implicit.

n d r total number scaling
32 0 �1;+2;�5;+8;�10;+16;+17;�19;�23;�26;+29;+31 12
64 1 +2;�6;+10;+13;�16;�17;+19;�21;�25;+27;�31 23
96 2 �1;�5;�11;+14;�16;+19;+20;�22;+24;�26;�29 34

128 3 �0;�5;�7;+9;�11;�16;+25;+27 42
160 4 �2;+5;�9;�10;+12;�21;�23;�30 50
192 5 �0;+2;�6;�10;�13;+16;+24;+25;�27;�30 60
224 6 �0;+3;�5;�9;+11;+17;+18;�20;�27;+30 70
256 7 �0;+3;+10;+12;+14;�17;+19;�21;�24;+26;�29;�31 82
288 8 +1;�8;�10;�13;+16;�19;�21;+23;�25;+28 92
320 9 �0;�2;+4;+8;+12;+15;�18;�23;�28;+30 102
352 10 �1;+7;+10;+13;+18;+21;+22;�24;�29 111
384 11 �4;+7;�11;+14;+17;+18;�20;+22;�26;+29;+31 122
416 12 +0;�2;�6;+8;�13;+15;�18;�20;�23;+27;+30 133
448 13 +1;+3;+6;+8;�11;+14;�19;+22;�25;�31 143
480 14 �2;�4;�5;+7;�10;+13;�16;+21;+26;+27;�29 154
512 15 �4;+6;+10;+13;+16;�19;+21;�24;+28;�30 164

Table 1. Parameters of scaling factors.

4. Variable–precision interval sine and cosine
function

The extension of the CORDIC algorithm presented in the
previous section allowed us to perform all of the operations
that the classic CORDIC is able to support, such as the sine
and cosine function, but using variable–precision. Now we
extend the algorithm to perform variable–precision interval
sine and cosine. Related to this, a preliminary step within
the field of fixed precision can be found in [12].

To compute the sine or cosine functions of the inter-
val [�1; �2] and without any loss of generality, we first re-
duce the argument to the range [��

2
,�
2
] [1][22]. At first, to

find the correct bounds, it is necessary to perform two full
CORDIC operations (rotations), one for each angle (2n+ 2
iterations).

Since in this work interval arithmetic is focused to bound
error in numerical computation, the interval argument is
usually narrow. We take advantage of this in such a way
that we perform the first rotation through�1 (n + 1 itera-
tions), and the second is obtained from the first one by ro-
tation through theincrementalangle�� = (�2 � �1). If
the incremental angle�� is narrow enough, it is possible
to perform the last operation in a few iterations instead of
n+ 1, as we probe next.

Let us assume that�� = �2��1 < 2�j andj > n=3. In
this case the elementary angles fulfill�i = tan�1(2�i) '
2�i (8i � j) [29][33] and therefore�� < �j. From
the convergence condition of the CORDIC algorithm�i �Pn

p=i+1 �p+�n. Consequently, to achieve the convergence
it is not necessary to begin at iteration0 but at iterationj+1,
and the rotation through the incremental angle can be car-
ried out in onlyn � j iterations. Hence, the total number
of iterations isn + 1 + n � j instead of2n+ 2. Neverthe-
less, to prevent problems with the scale factor, we consider
j > n=2.



5. Error analysis

The CORDIC algorithm presents two basic sources of
errors [15][19]: the approximation error and the rounding
error. The size of these errors can be controlled by adding
iterations for the first type of error, and adding some extra
bits (guard bits) for the second type of error [15].
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Figure 2. Correct upper and lower bounds.

For interval arithmetic, we must ensure that all interval
endpoints are rounded in the proper direction. Next, we
analyze the influence of both source of errors and the mod-
ifications of the algorithm which is necessary to introduce.

The approximation error:In this case, we must obtain a
final interval[�01; �

0

2] which includes the argument interval
[�1; �2], as figure 2 shows ([�1; �2] � [�01; �

0

2]).
In Figure 3 we have an example of how to find�01 from

the vector obtained after the first rotationv1 (n+1 CORDIC
microrotations). In this figure,̂v1 is the ideal value (infinite
microrotations). In this casev1 is over v̂1 and therefore
z(n + 1) > 0. To find a lower bound, we perform an extra
iteration through a microrotation angle of�n in such a way
that the vectorv is placed beyond the vector̂v (v01). This is
possible because the maximum deviation fromv̂1 is up to
�n = tan�1(2�n) (from CORDIC convergence).

To perform the incremental rotation�� we start from
vectorv01 which is always below the ideal value. Neverthe-
less, to ensure a correct upper bound ofv2 the initial vector
should be placed over̂v1. This forces the addition of an ex-
tra initial microrotation through�n. Similar considerations
are required to place the final vectorv2 over the ideal value.

Consequently, to find the two correct bounds a total of
one extra iteration is required in the best case, and up to
three iterations in the worst case.

The rounding error: The rounding erroraccumulated
through the successive microrotations" have to be taken
into account before the final rounding to guarantee cor-
rect endpoints. The maximum value of theaccumulated
rounding error"max is added before rounding up to en-
sure that the ideal value is less than the value used to round
[1]. Similarly, it is subtracted before rounding down. The
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Figure 3. Addition of one extra iteration.

value"max depends on the number of guard bits such as
"max < 1:5n2�p, wherep is the total number of bits in-
cluding the guard bits [19] [15]. Due to the fact that the
incremental rotation starts from a value with error and the
number of microrotations is up ton=2, the accumulated
rounding error for this rotation is less than1:5"max instead
of "max. In what follows, and without any loss of gener-
ality, we consider one extra word to support the guard bits.
Therefore, the number of cycles for every CORDIC itera-
tion is nowL+ 1 instead ofL.

Taking into account these modifications of the CORDIC
algorithm, the worst case error is different for each rotation.
For approximation error, it is still�n for the first rotation but
2�n for the incremental rotation. If these errors are moved
to the x and y coordinates, we obtain2�n and2�n+1 re-
spectively. For the rounding error, since"max is added, this
error is double in the worst case. Hence, it is2"max for the
first rotation and3"max for the second one. Taking into ac-
count that the final rounding up or rounding down produce
an extra error of one unit in the last place (ULP), the total
the worst case error is2�n+ 2"max + 1ULP for the lower
bound and2�n+1 + 3"max + 1ULP for the upper bound.

6. Architecture

In this section we propose a basic architecture to support
CORDIC with variable–precision arithmetic and interval
sine and cosine functions. For the sake of simplicity we do
not included the standard hardware needed to round. This
architecture works with one word as its basic length, need-
ing several cycles to perform every one of then CORDIC
iterations.

Figure 6 shows the architecture for thex; y andz data
paths. The shading elements correspond to the hardware
added to the variable–precision CORDIC architecture to
support the interval sine and cosine functions efficiently.
We analyze thex; y data paths and thez data path sepa-
rately.
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Figure 4. Variable–Precision CORDIC archi-
tecture.

6.1. Thex; y data path

In what follows, and without any loss of generality, we
normally refer to thex coordinate as being similar to they
coordinate. Basically, we can see three parts in thex data
path of the architecture of Figure 6: a section to store the
coordinate (FRX), a section to support the shift operation
(ARY&BSY ) and one adder/subtractor.

One of the main differences that can be observed in the
x data path between a standard CORDIC architecture and
the proposed one is theFRX file register. This element
substitutes the classic register which supports the data in
every iteration. This is because the coordinates now consist
of several words instead of a single word (a similar solution
can be find in [23]). The file register has two output ports
and one input port.

During every cycle, the word–serial architecture of Fig-
ure 6 carries out equations (4). To perform the equation
in x of (4) we read the wordx(i)j from the file register
FRX (bus 1) and the word[2�iy(i)]j is supplied by the
barrel shifterBSY . The inputs to this barrel shifter are
the valuey(i)j+d+1 (coming from the file registerFRY )
and the valuey(i)j+d (coming from the auxiliary register
ARY ), whered is the word level shift (see section 3). The
adder takes into account the incoming carrycxj (a flip-flop
was incorporated). At the end of the cycle, the value at the
output of the adderx(i+ 1)j is stored inFRX at the same
address wherex(i)j was read (bus 3), the outgoing carry
is stored in the flip-flop and the auxiliary registerARY is
loaded with the valuey(i)j+d+1 to be used during the next
cycle.

6.2. Thez data path

This section of the architecture includes dedicated hard-
ware to perform the interval sine and cosine functions ef-

ficiently (shadowing in Figure 6). First, we explain the
CORDIC general functionality, and after this we deal with
the sine and cosine functions.

As in thex andy data paths, the classical register has
been substituted by the file registerFRZ. During every
cycle, the equation inz of (4) is performed. The value
[tan�1(2�i)]j is obtained from either the table of angles or
the shift register of Figure 6, as we explain in the following
paragraphs.

At first, the size of the table isnmax �nmax, wherenmax
is the maximum precision supported by the architecture.
This table size may be too large (i.e. about 128KBytes for
nmax = 1024). Therefore, it is important to reduce it. The
table size may be significantly reduced if we take into ac-
count the following considerations:

1. The Taylor series expansion of functiontan�1 2�i is
given by:

tan�1(2�i) = 2�i �
2�3i

3
+

2�5i

5
� ::: (6)

This expression can be approximated by the first term
from iterationi > nmax

3
because the remaining terms

result in an amount that is less than the maximum pre-
cision of the system (2�nmax)[29][33]. Really, with
this approximation we are rounding the angle to the
nearest value forn bit precision. Therefore, we have
tan�1(2�i) ' 2�i and we use a shift register to obtain
the values2�i instead of storing these values in the ta-
ble, as we can see in Figure 6. This reduces the size of
the table to a third of its original size.

2. Analyzing the sequence of zeros and ones of every el-
ementary angle we can observe that at iterationi, we
can find a sequence ofi consisting of fractional zeros
followed by a sequence of2i ones. This special pat-
tern can be explained analyzing the first two terms of
the Taylor series expansion given in the equation (6).
Hence, it is possible to avoid the storage of those words
containingall zeroandall one. The first time this situ-
ation happens is wheni = m since the non zero MSB
of tan�1(2�i) is located in the second most significant
word ofz(i), and therefore, the m–MSBs ofz(i) are all
zeros and the next2m bits are all ones. Consequently,
everym CORDIC iterations the number of words of
the next angles to be stored is reduced by three words
which implies that elementary angletan�1(2�i) re-
quiresLmax � 3

�
i
m

�
words stored in memory.

This leads to a reduction almost by half with respect to
the previous memory improvement, with total memory
savings of five–sixths (22.2KBytes fornmax = 1024).
To support this, the shift register of Figure 6 is set to
all onesjust in the cyclesiwith i modm = 0, and one



zero is input to the left in every iteration for the next
m� 1 iterations.

6.3. Additional hardware for efficient interval sine
and cosine evaluation

Now, we consider the interval sine and cosine functions.
In the method proposed in section 4 is necessary to calcu-
late the difference of angles�� = �2��1. This subtraction
can be performed in parallel with the initial load of the ro-
tation angle�1 in theFRZ register (through MUX–4 and
MUX–5), in such a way that the different words of�� are
calculated and stored in file registerFR� sequentially.

Only the firstn=2words of�� are stored since�� must
fulfill �� < 2�n=2 (see section 4), and hence the size of
file registerFR� is half the size ofFRZ. That means that
after iterationi = n=2 all the differences between the cor-
responding words of�2 and�1 must be zero. This can be
detected by the adder/subtractor to abort the further opera-
tion with�� (in this case a second full rotation is required,
see section 4).

To perform the rotation corresponding to��, we must
calculate the exact iterationj which starts the first microro-
tation. This can be accomplished by detecting the first lead-
ing one of��. This operation is performed by the module
j–Detectorof Figure 6 in parallel with the microrotations
corresponding to the first rotation (�1). Basically the mod-
ule j–Detectoris composed by a shift register and a counter.

6.4. Timing of one CORDIC iteration

Every CORDIC iteration (that is, equations (1)) is com-
posed ofL cycles in which equations (4) are carried out,
plus an extra cycle to deal with the guard bits. Furthermore,
we need a previous cycle to load the auxiliary registers
ARX andARY of Figure 6 withxi mod m andyi mod m re-
spectively, just at the beginning of each CORDIC iteration
i. Hence, the total number of cycles per iteration becomes
L+2. This number may be reduced if we take into account
some circumstances, as we will show in section 7. Figure 5
shows the cycle distribution of one CORDIC iteration.

load
auxiliar
register

guard 1    wordst 2    wordnd thL    word
register
auxiliar
load

Iteration  i Iteration  i+1

bits

Figure 5. Timing.

7. Number of cycles

A substantial reduction in the number of cycles can be
obtained if bit–serial techniques are applied to our system

. In this section we give some indications about the ap-
plication of these techniques in our word–serial variable–
precision CORDIC and we calculate the total number of
cycles for a full rotation and for a interval sine and cosine
evaluation.

7.1. Number of cycles for a whole rotation

For a CORDIC rotation,n + 1 iterations are required,
hence the total number of cycles is(n+ 1) � (L + 2), ac-
cording to the number of cycles per iteration shown in sec-
tion 6.4. Nevertheless, this number can be significantly
reduced if the addition/subtraction of the leadingall zero
words involved in iterations withi > m is prevented.

We assume that the initial coordinates are both fractional
(see section 3) and first we perform the scaling iterations
to compensate the scale factor. Under these conditions, the
bound of the values added tox(i); y(i) andz(i) to obtain
x(i+ 1); y(i + 1) andz(i + 1), respectively [30]

j2�iy(i)j < 2�i

j2�ix(i)j < 2�i (7)

j tan�1(2�i)j < 2�i

This means that these values havei leading zeros (ones if
negative) and then, the computation of the iteration can be
stopped when no carry is produced after the word which
holds the bit of weight2�i. This condition must be fulfilled
in the three coordinates at the same time and if random val-
ues of coordinates are assumed, the probability of a carry
propagating is very low.

Nevertheless, in therotation mode, coordinatez tends to
zero as the iterations progress, in such a way that the final
value becomes zero for the precision required. In this case,
the change in the sign of this coordinate occurs quite of-
ten and thus, a carry propagating to the MSWs is produced
continuously, strongly reducing the possibility of stopping
the computation. For the convergence conditions of the
CORDIC algorithm, we have

jz(i)j < tan�1(2�i) < 2�i (8)

From this expression we conclude that thez(i) coordinate
also hasi leading zeros (or ones if negative). Therefore,
if only the sign bit is stored instead of the sign extension
words, the carry propagation inz(i) coordinate is avoided
. This means that the ”no carry” condition must be fulfilled
only on thex(i) andy(i) coordinates which have a random
distribution of ”0” and ”1”.

In vectoring mode, coordinatey tends to zero as the it-
erations progress instead ofz, and the same considerations
and solution may be used since the roles of thez andy co-
ordinates are interchanged.



We conclude that, if the base word length of the architec-
ture ism and no carry is produced, everym iterations we
can eliminate the computation of one word, in such a way
that for CORDIC iterationi the number of words to com-
pute isL+2�

�
i
m

�
instead ofL+2. If a carry is produced,

this number increases depending on the carry propagating
through the next words.

We have studied the probability of the occurrence of a
carry. We have assumed that the values of the coordinates
are random and the bits of this number can be viewed as
independent and with probability 0.5 for 0 as well as 11.
Taking into account that the probability of a carry for the
coordinatesx; y (x; z for vectoring mode) is the same, we
have found that the mean of cycles per iteration which are
needed to add when a carry occurs is less than2=m [11].
Hence, the mean number of cycles per iteration isL + 2 ��
i
m

�
+ 2

m .
Therefore, the average number of cycles for a full rota-

tion is

Nr =
nX
i=0

L+2�

�
i

m

�
+

2

m
=
n

2

�
L + 5 +

4

m

�
+2+

2

m

(9)
From this expression and for practical values ofm andL,

the number of cycles required to perform a whole rotation
is approximately halved.

7.2. Number of cycles for interval sine and cosine
evaluation

For a interval sine and cosine function evaluation, we
have seen that in general, a whole rotation plus a few itera-
tions are needed instead of two whole rotations. Since the
number of cycles per iteration goes down withi and the in-
cremental rotation starts at with high values ofi, the total
number of cycles for the second rotation is very low.

Let 2�j�1 � �� < 2�j, then the number of cycles is:

Nint = Nr +
nX

i=j+1

L+ 2�

�
i

m

�
+

2

m
(10)

Figure 6 shows the total number of cycles as a function
of the size of the interval argument�� for the computa-
tion of the interval sine and cosine functions for variable–
precision. The number of cycles corresponding to one full
rotation has been also displayed in the figure, and we re-
fer to it asFRC. We can see that for wide interval argu-
ments (�� > 2�n=2) the number of cycles corresponds to
that of two full rotations (2tFRC) since we can not take
advantage of the incremental rotation (see section 4). For

1For the sine and cosine functions the initial coordinatesare not random
(x(0) = 1=K;y(0) = 0), but the distribution of ”1” and ”0” can be
considered random after a few iterations

�� = 2�n=2 the number of cycles falls to approximately
1:25FRC times the cycles of one full rotation. From this
point on, the curve is almost exponential (for example, for
�� = 2�n=4 the number of cycles is1:07FRC), in such a
way that it finishes with1FRC when the interval argument
becomes a point argument (�� = 2�n).

nº cycles

∆β02 2 2-n/2 -n

~ nL

nL~ 2

one full rotation

Figure 6. Number of cycles for interval evalu-
ation.

These results can be improved if digits skipping tech-
nique are employed [13]. This technique is based on skip-
ping consecutive zeros and Booth recoding of the consec-
utive ones in thez coordinate after iterationn=2. In this
way, we only perform microrotations for bits equal to one
in z(n=2), which allow us to reduce the average number of
cycles by 62% in the incremental rotation. In a whole rota-
tion, this reduction is about 31% in the number of iterations
but only about 15% in the number of cycles.

8. Conclusion

This paper presented a word–serial architecture to sup-
port the CORDIC algorithm for variable–precision. The
proposed system represents direct hardware support to
avoid the long computation time of software solutions for
the variable–precision elementary functions managed by
the CORDIC algorithm. Based on this architecure, a new
algorithm has been proposed to compute the variable–
precision interval sine and cosine functions efficiently. This
system allows us to specify the precision to perform the sine
and cosine functions and control the accuracy of the result,
in such a way that recomputation of inaccurate results can
be carried out with higher precision.

Each variable–precision CORDIC iteration is composed
of several cycles with a cycle time similar to the iteration
time of a m bit standard CORDIC. The number of cycles has
been reduced by half applying bit–serial techniques. One of
the most important drawbacks was the large size of the an-
gle table, but this has been reduced to one–sixth of the orig-
inal size. The number of scaling factors have been unified



for any precision, needing onlyn=3 iterations to compen-
sate the scale factor.

To implement the interval sine and cosine fuctions effi-
ciently some minor modifications have been performed on
the basic variable–precision CORDIC architecture. This al-
lows us to greatly reduce the number of iterations. Further-
more, the number of cycles per iteration of the incremen-
tal rotation is very low, because the bit serial techniques of
the variable–precision system permits the elimination of a
large number of cycles wheni is high. Consequenctly, for
most cases the total computation time for interval function
is close to that of a point function.
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